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Public Rights to Information and Attendance at Meetings

YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO:
Attend all Council, Committee and Sub-Committee meetings unless the business
to be dealt with would disclose ‘confidential’ or ‘exempt’ information.
Inspect agendas and public reports five days before the date of the meeting.
Inspect agendas, reports and minutes of the Council and all Committees and
Sub-Committees for up to six years following a meeting.
Inspect background papers used to prepare public reports for a period of up to
four years from the date of the meeting. (A list of background papers to a
report is given at the end of each report). A background paper is a document
on which the officer has relied in writing the report.
Have access to the public register of names, addresses and wards of all
Councillors with details of the membership of all Committees and SubCommittees.
Have a reasonable number of copies of agendas and reports (relating to items
to be considered in public) made available to the public attending meetings of
the Council, Committees and Sub-Committees.
Have access to a list setting out the decision making powers the Council has
delegated to their officers and the title of those officers.
Copy any of the documents mentioned above to which you have a right of
access. There is a charge of 15p for each side of A4, subject to a minimum
charge of £4.
For further information about this agenda or how the Council works please
contact Mustafa Salih (01454) 862548 or e-mail
mustafa.salih@southglos.gov.uk
Also see our website www.southglos.gov.uk

EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURE
In the event of a fire alarm, fire drill or other emergency, signalled by a continuously
ringing bell, please leave from the room via the signs marked “Exit”.

OTHER LANGUAGES AND FORMATS
This information can be made available in other languages, in large
print, Braille or on audio tape. Please phone (01454) 868686 if you
need any of these or any other help to access Council services.
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AGENDA
1

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

5 mins

2

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

5 mins

3

EVACUATION PROCESS

5 mins

4

ANY OTHER ITEMS THE CHAIR DECIDES ARE URGENT

5 mins

5

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 17 JANUARY 2019

5 mins

6

TORTWORTH PRIMARY SCHOOL – FINANCIAL
SUPPORT REQUEST

15 mins

7

OLVESTON PRIMARY SCHOOL – FINANCIAL SUPPORT
REQUEST

15 mins

8

PATCHWAY COMMUNITY SCHOOL – FINANCIAL
SUPPORT REQUEST

15 mins

9

SEND CLUSTER PILOT

15 mins

10

MEMBERSHIP OF THE SCHOOLS FORUM – Verbal

5 mins

update
11

FINAL SCHOOLS BUDGET UPDATE

5 mins

12

HIGH NEEDS WORKING GROUP TERMS OF

5 mins

REFERENCE AND MEMBERSHIP
13

DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS AND THE SCHOOLS

5 mins

FORUM WORK PROGRAMME 2019
14

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
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SCHOOLS FORUM
Thursday 17th January 2019
Room 0012, Badminton Road Offices, Yate, BS37 5AF
PRESENT:
Dave Baker
Jo Dent
Nicky Edwards
Kim Garland
Keith Lawrence (Chair)
Jim Lott

CEO, Olympus Academy Trust
Headteacher, Hambrook Primary School
Natural Choice Nurseries
Headteacher, Brimsham Green School
Governor, Enable Trust
Governor, The Tynings Primary and Raysfield
Federation
Sarah Lovell
Finance Director, Cabot Learning Federation
Pippa Osborne (rep Mark Dee) Headteacher, Christ Church Junior School
Diane Owen
Chair, Kings Oak Academy
Susie Weaver
Executive Principal, Cabot Learning Federation

Officers:
Mustafa Salih – Head of Financial Management and Business Support
Duane Chappell – Strategic Lead 0-25
Stuart Thomas - SEND Financial Planning Lead
Rachel Webb – Early Years, Education, Learing & Skills
Davina Gibbon – Senior Finance Officer
Attending for Item 6:
Katherine Turner – Headteacher, Chipping Sodbury School
Richard Blacker – Business Manager, Chipping Sodbury School
Andy Havard – Vice Chair Governors, Chipping Sodbury School
Observer:
Richard Aquilina, Chair (and Parent Governor)
Bailey's Court Primary School
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
Attendees were welcomed by the Chair.
2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Julie Cathcart, Colleen Collett, Ian Houghton, Trevor Jones, Louise Leader,
Lisa Parker, Toby Savage, Bernice Webber
3. EVACUATION PROCESS
The Chair drew attention to the emergency evacuation procedure
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4. ANY OTHER ITEMS THE CHAIR DECIDES ARE URGENT
None.
5. MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 29 NOVEMBER 2018
Two amendments:
Move to the Ready Reckoner on 1st February 2019.
The word request added to the following:
Duane Chappell explained it provides a clear and transparent process. The law
is quite clear that the parents have a right to request a personal budget which is
given to the parents/carers.
Remainder of the Minutes accepted as a true record.
6. Schools in Financial Difficulty Contingency
Mustafa Salih introduced Katherine Turner, Headteacher, Richard Blacker,
Business Manager and Andy Havard (Vice Chair) from Chipping Sodbury School
who came to Schools Forum seeking financial support.
Mustafa explained that the Local Authority had worked with the school to start to
bring down a very large deficit and ensure adequate oversight. This was turning
around positively and the school’s deficit was reduced by £400k. This was a
massive achievement and positive from the Council’s point of view. The school
had worked hard to meet the requirements following the Ofsted inspection,
particularly for schools with challenges which led to the school going into the
category of Schools in Financial Difficulty. It was almost an impossible task to
maintain progress and improvement with such a large deficit but the school is
moving in a positive direction and the improvement journey needs to be
supported so that the school can maintain progress on both fronts.
It should be noted that none of the colleagues at the school now or Local
Authority colleagues were involved when the problem evolved regarding the size
of the deficit.
Katherine Turner thanked the Forum for allowing them to return.
She said the school had seen the benefit of using the Schools Forum money and
had made a saving of £300k in line with their budget. Projected outturn for March
2019 indicates a further potential saving of up to £80k.
The additional funding of £105k is required to buy in extra teaching for Maths and
Science for vulnerable students and also a full time teaching post for English.
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Chipping Sodbury School was one of the highest to have their funding cut for
SEND pupils which they feel would risk the outcomes of the students.
Andy Havard said that they are committed to pay back the deficit. They have a
plan but are also trying to balance the budget whilst paying back a considerable
amount of money.
Richard Blacker said they are making significant progress to bring down the
deficit.
After a short discussion, the Chair asked whether the Forum should accept the
request, deny it or modify it.
Action:
Members agreed they were in favour of supporting the school’s request for
a further £105k with the proviso that we set up a meeting with Sarah to
closely monitor the situation and continue to question sustainability.
7. Schools Budget – Verbal Update
Mustafa Salih gave an update on the Schools Budget.
The report is not quite finalised and when it is it will be going to Cabinet in
February 2019. The final decision in February following the Cabinet meeting will
then make a recommendation to Full Council.
Currently:
In terms of the recommendations these are:
We consulted on transferring £3m from the Schools Block to the High Needs
Block and for mainstream pupils with SEND funding moving from the currently
matrix system to the Ready Reckoner over a 3 or 2 year period. The
consultations held with the schools and the public were in favour of the £3m
transfer and also to move to the Ready Reckoner over 2 years.
Since the consultation the DfE has allocated additional funding for SEND pupils
to LAs. The recommendation from officers to Members of the Council will be that
there should be no new stransfer of funding from the Schools Block in 2019/20.
The new High Needs Working Group met for the first time on Monday 14 January
2019. It is a small group to begin with. Mustafa chaired this initial meeting and
Susie Weaver has now been appointed Chair for future meetings. It is now up to
the Schools Forum to help move the agenda forward and the Council has asked
to achieve a sustainable DSG as soon as is reasonably possible. Membership of
the HNWG can now evolve with the Schools Forum to look at and shape the
terms of reference and move it forward.
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The Final decision of Full Council will become public on 13th February 2019.
Ready Reckoner – Pupils with new plans will start on the ready reckoner from 1st
February 2019. Pupils currently funded through the matrix will move to the ready
reckoner when they transfer Key Stage. Mustafa said the transfer to the ready
reckoner will be over a three year period.
The DfE has started a body of work to look at the causes of the SEND pressures
and how the funding system can be changed, and will incorporate initiatives
about training and support for school leavers around SEND. Mustafa said this is
quite a positive development in that area.
When the DfE visited the Local Authority a few months ago, they regarded our
approach quite positively and they have asked all LAs to approach it in a similar
way to achieve sustainability. The DfE continue to be quite positive.
The report to Cabinet shows school by school budget share and we will make
sure we send a link to School Forum members and also share with the sectors.
Funding rates are also included.
Mustafa said those rates are provisional and will need to be agreed by the ESFA
in February. It is not a final decision.
8. Early Years Single Funding Formula
Rachel Webb (Early Years) talked through the paper presented to Schools Forum
and asked members to note and approve the proposals and recommended
actions. These are






A base rate of 96.75% is paid to all providers with effect from April 2019.
The Deprivation supplement remains at 1% (£0.04 of the hourly rate) for
2019/20.
The Early Years Inclusion Fund remains at 2% (£0.08 of the hourly rate)
for 2019/20.
Childminders receive a flexibility payment of £0.14 per hour for 2019-20 to
maintain their current hourly rate.
The method of payments remains the same.

Action:
The Chair agreed the recommendations as stated.
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9. Early Years Inclusion Fund
Nicky Edwards gave an update on the Early Years Inclusion Funding Expenditure
and a detailed cost breakdown on the expected costs for the Inclusion
Conference in the paper produced.
The Sector would like to request a one-off overspend of £88,000 which originally
included SENCO training from both settings and childminders and the funding of
an Inclusion Conference at a cost of £18,500. However, the Sector will not fund
the Inclusion Conference; the conference is going ahead but the providers will
pay for it themselves.
Action:
Agreed to the request of a one-off overspend of £88,000.
To make a recommendation at the next Schools Forum that a member of
the Early Years Setting to join the High Needs Working Group.

10. Schools Forum Forward Plan
Agenda items for the 28th March meeting:




Membership of the Schools Forum
Final position of the schools budget
High Needs Working Group Terms of Reference and Membership to be
approved.

11. Any Other Business
None

The meeting closed at 18.08
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SOUTH GLOUCESTERSHIRE COUNCIL
SCHOOLS FORUM – 28TH MARCH 2019
Tortworth VC Primary School - Schools Forum Bid March 2019
Purpose of Report
Tortworth is currently the smallest primary school in South Gloucestershire, with a
year on year falling roll. This report sets out the current position and the future plan,
but due to lack of pupil numbers the school is in financial difficulties.
Overview
Tortworth is set on the northern edge of the County in large and beautiful grounds
with a high focus on its outdoor offering, it includes a wild wood / forest school area,
a large wild pond, adventure play area, recently installed MUGA and outdoor gym
and a large playing field. The school was inspected by Ofsted in October 2018 and
judged Good. The school’s catchment primarily includes the rural area of Tortworth
and the village of Falfield, and it overlaps with catchment areas for St Andrew’s in
Cromhall and Charfield primary schools. Due to it’s position all children are driven to
school.
Financial Background
Tortworth has historically managed its budgets well, and in the last few years with a
decreasing roll used carry forward funds to support it’s in year budget deficit.
Financial Financial Financial Financial Financial Financial
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
year
2015/16 2016/17
2020/21
2017/18
2018/19
2019/20
APT NOR (Pupil
57
49
Nos)
58
48
37
36
In-Year
Over(+)/Under(-£22279
Projected Projected Projected
)spend
+£4653
+£15551 +£65558
+£92965
+£71615
Cumulative
Over(+)/Under(-)
Projected Projected Projected
spend
-£46467 -£41814
- £26263 +£39295 +£ 132260 +£203875
Over the last 4 years the Governors, Head and Business Manager have ensured
prudent spending. There have been staffing cuts and the Head has taken on a
teaching roll. It is widely accepted that budgets have been impacted primarily by the
decreasing numbers of pupils. Every effort has been made to make savings where
possible, although this has been at a cost to investment in our infrastructure and
resources, as highlighted below. Marketing of the school has been undertaken at
every opportunity and the school maintains a high profile locally.
Future Context
The action plan put forward to support the deficit budget agreed for this year relies
on increasing the number of pupils year on year going forward. In summary, working
with SGC’s Planning and Development Manager, Tanya Smith, we have identified
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that Tortworth can expect to receive an additional 46 children between 2019 and
2021 from developments that have already received planning consent in Falfield and
Charfield and from the new pre-school that has been recently set up at the school
site. In addition, the Joint Spatial Plan shows a need for an additional 432 primary
spaces in the locality and Tortworth would wish to be in a good position to assist in
the expansion of primary school places. However, in the interim, there is a need to
maintain a strong teaching and learning focus to ensure that Tortworth children have
an equal quality of education and environment to other local schools.
Projected Budgets
Forecast Balances
In Year Surplus / (Deficit)
Surplus / (Deficit) Brought Forward
Cumulative Surplus / (Deficit) Carried
Forward
Revenue CFwd as a % of Budget
Share

2019 - 20 2020 - 21 2021 - 22 2022 - 23 2023 - 24
(92,965) (71,615) (19,718)
27,403
18,792
(39,295) (132,260) (203,875) (223,593) (196,190)
(132,260) (203,875) (223,593) (196,190) (177,398)
(51)

(68)

(58)

(43)

Current Challenges for Maintaining Quality Provision
 Reduction from 3 classes to 2, a KS1 and KS2 (split mornings into upper and
lower KS2) has led to considerable curriculum challenges for teachers,
combined with a high number of SEND children (33%), 2 with EHCP taught in
mixed classes.
 Teaching head (30% teaching responsibility) is combined with SENCO,
subject lead for Maths and Science and designated lead for Safeguarding and
child protection.
 Resourcing capacity issues - ensuring staffing is maintained for safe
standards, for example when staff need to go off site for training, alliance
meetings, etc. Particularly relevant for safeguarding within the school and its
environment with such a large site and external classrooms. This also impacts
on the wellbeing of staff and pupils.
 The purchasing of resources to improve outcomes for pupils becoming
increasingly unattainable (e.g. £800 for English ‘understanding
comprehension’)
 IT replacements: we have been advised that due to the move from Windows 7
to Windows 10 platform in January 2020 the vast majority (31 out of 38)
laptops will no longer be supported and will need replacement. In addition, 2
of our 4 Promethean boards also require replacement. This will require an
additional spend of £25,000. With Year 4 tests now to be completed online it
is imperative our technology is brought up to date.
Financial Support Requested
Whilst the school have demonstrated that a balanced budget can be expected by
2022/23 in the interim, the school is considerably challenged to maintain its provision
and be forward thinking.
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It is requested that a one off sum of £132,000 which would clear our deficit for this
and projected next year, after which we would look to clear the ongoing in year
deficit (2 years) within the following 3 years, with pupil numbers then being at
maximum PAN. We would also request an allowance for IT investment of £25,000,
total £157,000.
This would enable the school to be more confident going forward and address its
challenges until pupil numbers increase.
It will also allow the school to provide the strategic leadership it demands and ensure
daily operations continue in line with any school regardless of size and pupil
numbers.
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Olveston CEVC Primary School
Learning together, soaring to new heights

Elberton Road, Olveston, Bristol BS35 4DB
Head Teacher: Amanda Luke
Telephone: (01454) 613299
Email: olvestonschool@sgmail.org.uk

SOUTH GLOUCESTERSHIRE COUNCIL
SCHOOLS FORUM – 28TH MARCH 2019
Olveston CE VC Primary School - Schools Forum Financial Support Request
Rationale
Olveston CEVC Primary School is a rural one form entry school serving the small villages of: Olveston, Tockington,
Old Down, Littleton-upon-Severn, Aust and Elberton.
Historically the school has been oversubscribed. However, in 2016 our Reception intake dropped sharply to 22.
The following year we received 24 first choice places (this class is now full) and in 2018/19 our intake was 22. In
addition, each year we lose a few pupils at the end of Year 2 and Year 5 as they move to private education. As a
result, our total pupil numbers have fallen and are now at 181, against a capacity of 210.
The decline in pupil numbers has of course resulted in a reduction in our formula allocation funding. To mitigate
this in August 2017 we reduced our Teaching Assistants by 2 (57.5hrs/week) and our office staff by 2 days
(15hrs/week).
Since then we have seen a rise in pupils joining us with complex needs but with no extra funding. While we have
made every attempt to cover these pupils in house, over the last 18months we have had no in house capacity and
so have had to employ additional SEN TAs during the evidence gathering for EHCP applications. At the same time
our formula allocation funding has continued to reduce due to further reductions in pupil numbers, accentuated
by an adverse impact on the school of the introduction of the new National Funding Formula and the decision of
South Gloucestershire to transfer £2.9 million from the School Block to the High Needs Block in 2018/19 to
address a substantial cumulative overspend in the latter.
The impact of the factors highlighted above was that our revised budget for 2018/19 displayed a cumulative
deficit of £54,000, resulting in the need for us to produce a 3 year recovery plan (attached) covering the period
2019/20 - 2021/22.
Support Required
Following detailed modelling work, the Governing Body and SLT have identified that with a continuing fall in
reception intake (based on South Gloucestershire pupil predicted figures) the retention of 7 classes is not
sustainable. In fact, as shown in the attached recovery plan in order to achieve a balanced budget in 3 years we
would need to reduce to six classes in September 2019 and to 5 classes in September 2021. In addition, in
September 2019 our Deputy Head Teacher will be teaching full time and there will be another reduction in our
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administration staff. This is a huge change for the school and will inevitably have a significant negative impact on
the school community if not handled sensitively in consultation with our stakeholders, especially our parents.
Although we have identified the changes we need to make in order to achieve a balanced budget by the end of
2021/22, and have given consideration to how these changes are to be delivered, there is a substantial amount of
detailed planning work that needs to be undertaken to ensure a smooth transition to the new class configuration
within the school. It is imperative therefore that we have sufficient time to undertake this work and to eliminate
the risk of de-stabilising the school at such a critical stage.
In view of the magnitude of the above changes we are asking for support to remain at 7 classes for one further
academic year for a number of reasons:



To give us time to prepare the parents, children and community for this change so as not to impact further
on school numbers and hence our budget.
As an older school that has grown over time, our KS1 and KS2 children are taught in separate buildings.
Waiting until September 2020 would prevent us from having to make a class split across the Key Stages
(Year 2/3) as highlighted in the table below:
KS1










KS2

TOTAL

classes

19/20

69

101

171

2 KS1, 1 split
KS1/2; 3 KS2

20/21

56

107

161

2 KS1; 4 KS2

21/22

52

99

151

2 KS1; 3KS2

We require time to manage staff redundancies with minimal impact to teaching, learning and overall
quality of education. In May 2018 we were judged good plus by Ofsted and we want to maintain or
improve on this level of education.
We require time to consult with schools who have undertaken this process to ensure the best transition
possible.
For staff well-being, we need time for them to make all relevant changes to planning and their class
environments. We have impending capital work scheduled by S Glos Council (heating, re-wiring and
possibly lighting) which will mean that staff will be unable to access their classes for the majority of the
Summer break.
The Governing Body need time to consider dropping our planned admission number to 20, ensuring that
there is proper consultation and considering the impact it could have on the local community and our
current pupils and families.
In September 2019 we will already be making some significant changes to the staffing structure within the
school with the Deputy Head teaching full time, a reduction of 0.6 FTE in teaching staff and a reduction in
administration staff. These in themselves represent a real challenge, and so deferring the reduction to 6
classes for a year would greatly help.

COST: £44019 (M6 teacher Sept19-Aug20)
£ 900 (supply for staff to consult with and visit
other schools with split classes)
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Supporting information

APT NOR (Pupil Nos)
APT Budget Share (£)
In-Year Over (+)/Under (-) spend (£)
Cumulative Over (+)/Under (-) spend
(£)

2015/16
205
744,302
188

Financial Year
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19
191
191
183
698,555
687,330
661,331
28,520
-4,863
46,549

-15,423

13,092

8,229

TOTAL: £44919
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2019/20
182
665,366
-7,779
47,000
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Request for financial support from South Gloucestershire Schools Forum
28 March 2019
Context
Patchway Community School (PCS) was deemed to be in special measures at our last
Ofsted inspection in October 2016. We have experienced falling roll year on year since a
peak in 2003 of 1250 pupils on roll to a point where we now have 534 students. We face an
in-year deficit in the region of £300,000+ each year. Our forecasts for future years show
further, but reducing, in-year deficits (See Table 1)
Our whole school FSM is around 19%, PP is between 29% and 39% depending on year
group, and SEND averages 18%, although SEND in year 11 from September 2019 is 32.4%.
We have only 2 full time teaching assistants and 2 part-time level 2 apprentice teaching
assistants because of our budget situation, making it difficult to support our SEND students
fully.
Two-thirds of students in each year group have entered PCS without achieving the expected
standard at KS2. The current IDSR details deficits in prior attainment where students are
‘well below the national comparator’. (See Table 2)
We have planned to maximise class sizes from September 2019 in order to reduce
expenditure. This leaves us with class sizes of 35 in year 8 and 37 in year 11 for English,
maths and science. For all key stage 3 classes this extends to geography, history, RE,
PSHE, PE, music, art and tutor classes. (See Table 3 for impact across all year groups.)
Outcomes are rising steadily. Where we can realistically compare P8 figures, i.e. between
2017 and 2018, this has remained at -0.3 for all students, and -0.5 grade lower than this for
disadvantaged students. Attainment has, however, improved with 4+ English & maths rising
by 9% to 54% in 2018, and 5+ rising by 4% to 30%. We remain, though, some way below
the national average and we are likely to remain below this year again in terms of attainment,
although we are currently predicting an improvement in P8 to a score of -0.13 (See Table 4)
Curriculum
We have run groups of 24-28 in every year group to date, with an additional intervention
group in year 11 (current cohort size 94). With two-thirds of each year group entering Y7
without having reached the expected standard at KS2, it has been difficult even with these
size groups to improve outcomes significantly. Since we are currently under capacity, we
also have in-year entry of students who come to us on a managed move, fail it, and then are
successful in applying for a place with us through the normal admission process. These
students do not fare well academically and have a significant detrimental impact on other
students in each cohort. Our whole school SEN is above national average and we have 7
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EHCP students and 3 FTE TAs. If we run classes of 30+ in each year group it is difficult to
see how we will be able to prevent outcomes from declining.
For these reasons, we need to be able to offer an additional English, Maths and Science
group in each cohort in order to support better outcomes.
This would require the recruitment of the following additional posts:
1.0FTE teacher in each core subject of English, Maths and Science
English teaching
periods

Maths teaching
periods

Science teaching
periods

7

9

8

7

8

8

8

7

9

7

7

7

10

9

8

9

11

9

9

10

TOTAL

42

40

40

Financial
Patchway is currently managing a significant in-year deficit and is working with the Olympus
Academy Trust on a recovery plan. The school is significantly under-subscribed. It has a
PAN of 180 and pupil numbers in all year groups are significantly below this number. The
LA have advised the school that 180 pupils have been allocated places in year 7 for
September 2019 but to date only 98 have confirmed their acceptance. For 2018-19 the
projected in year deficit is £315,000 with plans in place to reduce that over the coming years.
However, it is clear that, despite making savings, the school needs to ensure that the
progress and outcomes of current students continue to improve. Therefore, financial support
is requested to provide additional teachers in English, Maths and Science to reduce class
sizes and improve student progress in all year groups.
The cost of these additional posts (based on the UPS1 pay scale) including on-costs would
be £153,000.
Summary
Patchway Community School is working hard to improve student outcomes whilst managing
a significant deficit budget and has a building requiring major capital expenditure. Two-thirds
of the students who enter the school in year 7 have not met the expected standard at KS2
and outcomes in Year 11 for the last three years have been below national standards in
English, Maths and Science. Therefore, financial support is requested to improve student
progress and outcomes in these core subjects by creating additional teaching groups and
ensuring class sizes are not in excess of 30.
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Table 1: PCS budget forecasts

Budget forecast

Patchway Community School
Forecast
2018-19

Budget
2019-20

Budget
2020-21

Total Income

3,253

3,113

3,315

Total Expenditure

3,568

3,381

3,450

Surplus/ Deficit

-

315

-

268

-

135

Table 2: ISDR – Jan 2019: School context
OFSTED INSPECTION 6 October 2016 – Inadequate: special measures

Table 3: Curriculum model 2019-20
English
no.
groups

Group
size

Maths
no.
groups

Group
size

Science Group
no.
size
groups

5

30

5

30

5

30

18.3%

3

34-35

3

34-35

3

34-35

38.1%

22.7%

3

31-32

3

31-2

3

31-2

17.6%

35.2%

18.7%

3

30-31

3

30-31

3

30-31

32.4%

39.2%

17.6%

2

37

2

37

2

37

Year

No.
pupils

SEND

PP

FSM

7

150

8

104

20.2%

28.9%

9

97

16.5%

10

91

11

74
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Table 4: Outcomes – last 3 years:
2018
PCS
54%

2018
National
64.2%

2017
PCS
45%

2017
National
63%

5+ Eng
maths
P8

30%

43.3%

26%

42%

-0.3

0

-0.3

A8

40.1

46.5

39

4+ Eng
maths

2016
PCS
58%

2016
National
69%

0

-0.07

0

46

45.8

49.5
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South Gloucestershire Council
REPORT TO THE SCHOOLS FORUM
28 March 2019
SEND CLUSTER PILOT
Purpose of Report
1. To update the Schools Forum on progress with the SEND Cluster Pilot and to agree
the next steps for the programme.
Recommendation
2. Schools Forum to note the progress outlined in this Report.
3. Schools Forum to note that a report will be presented July 18 th 2019 meeting of the
Schools Forum which will provide an evaluation of the pilot and further
recommendations.
4. Schools Forum to provide a steer on the next steps as set out in this report and to plan
any financial implications for budget planning 2019/20.
Policy
5. The Schools Forum has a responsibility to act as a consultative body with the local
authority on the strategic financial management of the Schools Budget and the Dedicated
Schools Grant (DSG). A key priority is the efficient use of the DSG in respect of the high
needs funding and specifically support for pupils with special educational needs at both
SEN Support and those that have Education Health Care (EHC) plans.
6. The Families Act 2014 (including the SEN Code of Practice) is the key driver of this area
of work. The SEN Code of Practice requires the Local Authority (LA) and schools to
implement a “graduated approach” in meeting the needs of pupils with SEND. The
development of a funding stream and the development of SEND clusters would support
this area of work and allow a number of actions in both the Ofsted Written Statement of
Action and the SEND Strategy 2018-2023 to be addressed.
7. The SEND Cluster Pilot is viewed as a strategic LA project as its implementation is a
critical element of our SEND Strategy and DSG Sustainability Plan. The ambition is that
by releasing funding for pupils with SEND to schools working together in clusters, it will
foster greater sharing of good practice across schools and provide funding for group
interventions to meet the needs of pupils identified at SEN Support.
8. The pilot does not change any of the arrangements for pupils with EHC plans; the pilot is
targeted to support groups of pupils at SEN Support and those at risk of exclusion. This
is an innovative area of work and whilst similar arrangements have been put in place in
the past (e.g. Excellence Clusters and Excellence in Cities) they have not been
implemented in South Gloucestershire and not targeted at pupils at SEN Support.
Background
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9. The Schools Forum and the Schools Forum High Needs Working Group are involved in
the development of the SEND Clusters as a pilot initiative to test out the effectiveness of
cluster working and, specifically, whether it can help improve outcomes for pupils at SEN
Support, reduce the number of exclusions and reduce the requests for EHC needs
assessments.
10. At its meeting in July 2018, the Schools Forum agreed to support the adoption of the five
SEND clusters (cluster 5 merged with cluster 4) for the purposes of the pilot. It was also
agreed that, for the pilot phase, the focus would be on one or a maximum of two clusters.
A report was presented at the November School’s Forum providing an update on
progress http://www.southglos.gov.uk//documents/Schools-Forum-Update-SENDClusters-November-29th-2018.pdf
11. It was agreed that a report setting out progress and an initial evaluation of the pilot should
be brought back to the Schools Forum in early 2019. This report provides an update on
progress, some data but it is too early to evaluate in any depth.
The Issues
Setting up the pilot
12. Initial requests to be part of the pilot were received from cluster 2 (Filton / Bradley Stoke /
Patchway area) and cluster 3 (Yate), both of which were approved. A request from a
smaller number of schools in cluster 4 (Cadbury Health / Longwell Green area) was
received after the original deadline which was supported in principle but, given the work
required to get the other two pilots up and running, it was agreed that work on the cluster
4 pilot would follow later.
13. Cluster 2 is led by Mark Freeman, Headteacher St Michael’s Primary Stoke Gifford and
includes 20 out of 21 schools in the cluster. Two of the schools continue to be less
engaged in the cluster development work. Cluster 3 is led by Peter Barnard
Headteacher, Frampton Cotterell and includes 24 out of 33 schools in the cluster. Both
clusters include primary and secondary schools. Details of the individual schools
participating in the pilot is set out in Appendix A.
14. The original plan was for the pilot to be up and running by mid-October. However, as
previously reported, the process for setting up the pilots has taken longer than
anticipated. This is primarily because of the logistical challenge of getting school
representatives together given other commitments and school holidays alongside a need
to develop the cluster working processes and protocols. And, partly as a consequence of
this, it has also taken longer to agree and commission the interventions. Once
interventions have been identified it has taken time to commission and have them
available to the schools.
15. However, while it is important to progress activities as quickly as possible, it is equally
important that schools are fully engaged, drive the initiative forward and ensure that the
interventions chosen are ones that they fully support and feel will make a real difference.
This is a school led project and there was limited existing practice of working as a cluster.
Some initial funding has been provided to free up the time for selected lead SENCOs to
help progress activities but the support and involvement of officers from the LA should
not be under-estimated especially during the start-up phase. These facilitation roles will
be needed if the initiative is to be rolled out across the whole of South Gloucestershire in
due course.
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Getting the right people involved.
16. From the start of the pilot with the initial set up meetings, there has been a good mix of
representation and involvement from the participating schools. In general, they are
represented by headteachers, deputy headteachers, pastoral leads and SENCO’s. They
have worked together to agree their priorities and, as part of smaller sub-groups they
have sought to identify the interventions required.
17. Both clusters involve representatives from primary and secondary schools, something
that has worked well given that many of the issues are common to both. The need for
close working is obviously important, particularly to ensure continuity of approach during
the transitional period for young people between primary and secondary schools.
Governance arrangements
18. To ensure leadership, oversight and appropriate challenge, a SEND Cluster Board for
each cluster has been established. The Terms of Reference (Appendix B) sets out its
key responsibilities, membership and way of working. To date, the Cluster Boards have
met on a termly basis to endorse the priorities and agree the interventions. The Board
has supported the engagement of the schools and problem solved issues that have
arisen. The role of the lead headteacher for each Board is important and has resulted in a
higher level of communication between the headteacher groups. The Terms of Reference
are still draft and will be reviewed and amended in May 2019 prior to the next report to
the Schools Forum.
19. At the start of the pilot the Boards were envisioned to have a responsibility to act as a
gateway for participating schools in challenging proposed exclusions and EHC needs
assessments to ensure that all courses of action have been fully explored before
agreeing to them. To support the Boards, a process map has been drawn up for both
exclusions and EHC needs assessments (Appendix C). This is simply designed to
provide a reminder to the Boards (and to the participating schools) of the agreed
processes. They have been amended based on feedback. Each cluster has set up a
SENCO group to discuss potential requests for EHC needs assessments and the
expectation is that any school considering requesting an EHC needs assessment will
discuss the case with this group. The secondary schools are looking at a cluster
screening group that considers pupils at risk of permanent exclusion. This is still under
development and will be implemented during Term 4 (March 2019). The LA already has
a High Risk Group (HRG) set up by headteachers to manage pupils at risk of exclusions.
It is important that the systems and processes for the pilot take account of HRG and build
on the work of this existing group. The pilot will test out the cluster screening group and
will link with the HRG in evaluating the outcomes.
20. Thus far the discussion about requesting an EHC need assessment occurs in the
SENCO group and the Board has an overview. The pilot has highlighted that a number
of requests are coming directly from parents and schools are sometimes unaware of the
request and have not provided support from the school.
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Priorities, training and interventions
21. Each cluster has defined four priority areas across their schools. These are summarised
in the table below, together with the corresponding interventions. They are supported by
a project plan which set out further detail, including timescales, responsibilities, resources
and costs. Interventions and training will be evaluated. It is noted that both clusters have
identified a range of training for the cluster schools.
Priority

Example Intervention

Cluster 2
Improving social, emotional, mental health
of pupils

Friends Resilience Programme

Managing behaviour that challenges more
effectively

Access to support and provision. Looking to
set up provision with Learning Partnership
West (LPW) in Term 5/6.

Developing speech and language skills and
meeting the needs of pupils with ASC more
effectively

Attention Autism
Access to a Speech and Language Therapist
Autism Education Trust training

Meeting the needs of pupils at SEN Support
– narrowing the gap

Talk Boost
Inference training
Whole School SEND

Cluster 3
Support children’s mental health needs to Access to a Lego Therapist
enable them to access learning and to Friends Resilience programme
prevent exclusions due to behaviour
Access to Behaviour Support
Support children with complex needs A range of interventions
without the need for an Education, Health Access to support and provision
and Care plan
Support children’s speech and language
needs including identifying of ASC earlier to
enable them to better access learning and
make better progress (including the
provision of sensory strategies)

Narrative Therapy
Colourful semantics
Access to a Speech and Language Therapist
Autism Education Trust training

Improve outcomes children at SEN support, 1st class number
particularly with literacy and numeracy, in Switch on
order to accelerate progress
Inference training 7

Progress and impact – Reducing the number of exclusions
22. It is difficult to assess impact at this point as the set up delay has resulted in most training
and interventions not being available until Term 4 (later in some cases). Tables 1a and
1b below set out the high level position for pupils with a permanent exclusion before the
pilot commenced i.e. 2016/17 and 2017/18 data and data for Term 1, 2 and 3. Further
details outlining the position of all pupils are shown in Appendix D.
For the SEND Cluster pilot to be successful there must be a reduction in Term 4, 5 and 6
of permanent exclusions from cluster schools. It is not possible to determine impact yet.
Table 1a Permanent exclusions for pupils at Primary and Secondary
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No. of
schools

Cluster

PEX
(16/17)

PEX
(17/18)

Terms
1-6

Terms
1-6

Term
1

Term
2

Term
3

PEx
(Estimated
Annual Total)

Change
(Estimated)

Terms
1,2,3

18/19 pro rata

17/18 to 18/19

PEX (18/19)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

1

17
20
1
21
24
9
33
24
16
111

4
3
1
4
2
3
5
2
3
18

7
19
7
25
2
7
9
19
5
65

0
2
0
2
4
0
4
1
3
10

0
0
3
3
0
5
5
7
1
16

4
3
2
5
1
0
1
1
3
14

4
5
5
10
5
5
10
9
7
40

8
10
10
20
10
10
20
18
14
80

+1
-9
+3
-5
+8
+3
+11
-1
+9
+15

2 (In pilot)
2 (Not in pilot)
2 (Total)
3 (In pilot)
3 (Not in pilot)
3 (Total)
4&5
6
All

Table 1b Permanent exclusions for pupils at Primary and Secondary (SEN Support)
Cluster

No. of
schools

Terms 1-6

Terms 1-6

Terms 1,2,3

PEx
(Estimated Annual
Total)
18/19 pro rata

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

1

17
20
1
21
23
10
33
24
16
111

4
3
1
4
2
3
5
2
3
18

5
10
4
14
5
1
6
13
4
42

0
3
2
5
3
4
7
2
5
19

0
6
4
10
6
8
14
4
10
38

-5
-4
0
-4
+1
+7
+8
-9
+6
-4

2 (In pilot)
2 (Not in pilot)
2 (Total)
3 (In pilot)
3 (Not in pilot)
3 (Total)
4&5
6
All

PEX (16/17)

PEX (17/18)

PEX (18/19)

Change
(Estimated)
17/18 to 18/19

Progress and impact – Reducing the number of requests for EHC needs assessments
23. Table 2 below sets out the high level position for pupils before the pilot commenced and
the position since it has been in operation.
Table 2 Requests for EHC needs assessment (Primary and Secondary)
Requests
for EHC
na

Requests for EHC na
2018/19

Requests
refused

Cluster
Jan – Sept 2018
(Terms 3-6)

1

33

18

T1

T2

T3

Terms
1-3

4

6

3

13

No of
schools

No. of
pupils

17

4,452
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Change in
requests

Requests per
school

Terms 3-6
2018 to
Terms 1-3
2019

Term
3-6
2018

Term
1-3
2019

-20-

1.9

0.76

9
2
3
4&5
6
All

34
29
38
46
180

17
13
15
20
83

7
9
9
7
36

10
4
10
10
40

3
2
4
4
16

20
15
23
21
92

21
33
24
16
111

7,998
9,283
9,123
6,655
37,511

-14
-14
-15
-25
-88

1.6
0.9
1.6
2.9
1.6

0.91
0.45
0.96
1.31
0.81

Progress and impact – Improving outcomes for young people with SEND
24. It is obviously not possible at this stage to demonstrate the impact of the programme on
educational attainment. However, some of the interventions have been specifically
designed to improve outcomes such as literacy and numeracy and the impact of these
interventions will be assessed. This will be provided in the July 2019 report to the
Schools Forum.
Funding arrangements
25. Funding of £260,000 from the High Needs Funding Block has been made available to
support the two pilot programmes. This is based on 2019-20 High Needs Funding
Formula apportioned across the participating schools within each cluster. Funding has
been passed on to the lead schools in each cluster on a monthly basis so that they have
greater day-to-day control and flexibility in managing the fund. Any unspent monies are
to be returned to the LA.
Feedback from participants in the clusters
26. Feedback from schools has broadly been very positive.
Primary Headteacher ‘My two SEND leads are ‘super excited‘ about the pilot’
Primary Head teacher ‘I have worked in South Glos for over ten years and this is by far the most
positive steps that have been taken to use the vast expertise already on offer within our primary
schools. The benefits of having SENCOs supporting each other are huge and it is a very exciting
opportunity to enable schools to better cater for their most vulnerable pupils. The way it allows
for Primary and Secondary schools to work together in supporting their pupils is fantastic and I
am very excited about the prospects of how the future of this pilot can allow our SEND pupils to
flourish within mainstream education.’
Secondary head teacher: ‘We have necessarily focused on establishing the operational
protocols within the cluster over the last two terms, and as such the impact of the cluster’s work
on students’ outcomes is not yet visible. The partnership working across the schools in the
locality is starting to have impact, however, on SENCOs’ working practices and schools are
working together to address our shared priorities of: reducing exclusions, reducing the number of
inappropriate requests for EHCna, and ultimately improving students’ academic outcomes.’
Secondary SENCO: ‘I have valued the opportunity to meet with feeder primary SENCOs and
access funding for training and services’
Educational Psychologist: ‘I have really valued being part of the pilot and having an opportunity
to look at evidence-based interventions that really have an impact. It is very exciting to be
exploring creative ways of supporting our students with SEND and Social Emotional Mental
Health (SEMH) needs and working together to promote positive outcomes. It has been great to
have the opportunity to work more strategically with Head teachers and SENCOs and inspiring to
see the way everyone involved has engaged so enthusiastically with this pilot ”

Summary of headline lessons learnt
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27. The following table sets out an initial summary of the lessons learnt. It will be added to
as necessary as the work progresses and following feedback from stakeholders.
Issue

Suggested change for the future if the pilot is to
be rolled out across the LA

Significantly more time was
needed to design and set up
processes/protocols and meeting
arrangements for the pilot

The processes are being tested during the pilot and
a set of effective processes, protocols and terms of
references for meetings and groups will be available
towards the end of the pilot.

Significantly more time required to Role descriptors can be written for key roles. Key
identify key staff and engage
staff can be identified prior to the start of the pilot.
them in the pilot
Significantly more time than
Schools had not worked together and so there was a
planned was required to agree the period of engagement needed and time to consider
priorities and interventions
the priorities and interventions.
At the early stages there was a
heavy reliance on LA colleagues
to drive the pilot forward

The pilot clusters (especially the lead SENCOs)
could support the new clusters if needed.

Accessing specialist advisers /
practitioners

For speech and language services this resulted in
recruitment. Demand for particular services should
be clearer and therefore planning for recruitment can
be made in advance where priorities are clear.

Accessing school based staff –
headteachers and SENCos

Cluster 3 has held the majority of meetings at 16.00
so that school based staff can attend. This was
particularly an issue for smaller schools. There is a
need to plan all meetings for the year at the start of
September.

Access to SENCOs and lead
SENCOs

The lead SENCOs have played an effective role in
facilitating the SENCO groups and supporting less
experienced SENCOs. They remain key to the
pilot’s success.

Full engagement in the pilot has
been affected when there are
changes in headship.

There are a small number of schools that are not
fully engaged in the cluster; it would be helpful to
have an agreed protocol if some schools do not want
to engage. When a new headteacher takes up role
there is a need to brief him/her on the cluster work.

The role of the Cluster Board is
important and needs to have a
lead headteacher and a selection
of primary and secondary
headteachers and SENCOs that
attend regularly

Headteacher representatives are critical. The Terms
of Reference of the Board need to be amended as
this Board needs to take the strategic decisions
leaving the SENCO groups to take on the
operational roles.

Access to training and
interventions takes time to plan
and there may not be capacity
locally.

The clusters have tried to access local expertise
wherever possible. Having the regional lead for the
Whole School SEND programme has been very
helpful. It takes time to locate providers and if this is
to be rolled out to the other clusters we may need to
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Issue

Suggested change for the future if the pilot is to
be rolled out across the LA
consider what services are needed in advance. It
has taken two terms to get some services and
interventions in place. Admin time may also need to
be considered.

Consultation
28. The cluster pilot programme has been undertaken in conjunction with schools. South
Gloucestershire Parent Carer Forum (PCF) and Supportive Parents have both been
updated on progress. More detailed consultation work with parents is planned later in the
year. As part of the evaluation, it is also planned to undertake a feedback survey with
young people and their parents/carers to gather their views on the successes or
otherwise of the programme. A similar exercise will be undertaken with the participating
schools and officers as appropriate.
Equalities Considerations
29. The cluster pilot programme is designed to improve the outcomes of young people with
SEND and is therefore focused on having a positive impact for young people. Further
equalities considerations will be undertaken ahead of the final decision on the wider rollout of the programme.
Legal Implications
30. There are no direct legal implications arising from this report. The July report for the
Schools Forum will set out the decision making process that is required if the pilot is to be
expanded to include other geographical localities.
Risks, Mitigations & Opportunities
31. While the cluster pilot is part of a wider programme (set out in the SEND Strategy and the
DSG Sustainability Plan) aimed at improving outcomes for young people with SEND, it is
nonetheless an important initiative, particularly in terms of reducing the level of
exclusions, reducing the number of requests for EHC needs assessments and EHCPs
and improving attainment. It is therefore important that we ascertain whether the
opportunities presented by the pilot really can make a positive difference, not just in
terms of the outcomes for young people with SEND, but also in terms of cost
effectiveness. This will be explored in the July report to the Schools Forum.
32. There are significant costs which are incurred undertaking EHC needs assessments and
the subsequent funding of an EHCP. Similarly, there are costs of excluding young people
and providing some form of alternative provision. Cluster funding provides the
opportunity to offset some of these costs by providing more appropriate and costeffective provision. The long term benefits of avoiding a permanent exclusion for a young
person are significant. The Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR) published a report
in 2017 which stated that the social and financial cost of young people being excluded
from school was significant. Those excluded from school are twice as likely to be in the
care, four times more likely to have grown up in poverty, seven times more likely to have
a special educational need and 10 times more likely to suffer recognised mental health
problems. The report states ‘Every cohort of permanently excluded pupils will go on to
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cost the state an extra £2.1 billion in education, health, benefits and criminal justice
costs’.
33. As the SEND cluster funding work is a pilot programme, it is important that we review its
success before taking a decision on whether it should be rolled out fully across the
authority.
Next Steps
34. Greater engagement and better communication with a wider stakeholder groups –
headteachers external to the pilot, parent/carers groups, health, social care colleagues.
Updates and lessons learnt shared with a wider stakeholder group. Surveys developed
and implemented to seek views and feedback.
35. Continue to evaluate the pilot to the end of Term 5 and present an update report to
Schools Forum on 18th July 2019. This will also provide proposals for expanding the pilot
to include all schools (primary and secondary). It will also include an indication of
financial savings likely to be achieved by adopting the model with targets/aspirations
based on national benchmarks.
36. Prepare a decision report for the Executive Member in July following the July Schools
Forum meeting to approve the next steps in taking forward the Cluster model across all
schools.
37. Subject to discussions at the Schools Forum and Executive Member approval,
preparatory work will be undertaken to the roll out of the cluster model across all schools.
At this stage it is envisaged that we will need to adopt a two phased approach
a) Phase 1 – Continued evaluation of the model across existing cluster schools (at
least until Dec 2019)
b) Phase 2 – Introduction of the cluster model to other schools (from Sept 2019).
This is likely to involve set up in the first two terms with a go-live at the start of
term 3 in January 2020. It is envisaged that this phase would run until the end of
the academic year 19/20.
38. Continued regular reporting to the Schools Forum with updates on progress. A decision
about the adoption of the model on a permanent basis will made as soon as possible and
once impact is demonstrated. This could be made as early as January 2020 following
evaluation of the full year effect of the Phase 1 schools’ work.
39. Consultation on the success of the model to be undertaken with parent/carers in Phase 1
schools during September - November 2019. It is envisaged that discussions with the
Parent Carer Forum and Supportive Parents will help shape this consultation.
Recommendations
40. Schools Forum to note the progress outlined in this Report.
41. Schools Forum to note that a report will be presented July 18 th 2019 meeting of the
Schools Forum which will provide an evaluation of the pilot and further recommendations.
42. Schools Forum to provide a steer on the next steps as set out in this report and to plan
any financial implications for budget planning 2019/20.
Author
Kate East, SEN Consultant
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Julie Cathcart – Interim Head of Education, Learning and Skills
Mustafa Salih – Head of Financial Management and Business Support (CAH)
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Appendix A
Schools participating in the pilot
Cluster 2 (20 participating schools)
Bailey Court Primary

St Chads Primary

Bowsland Green Primary

St Mary’s Bradley Stoke

Callicroft Primary Academy

St Michael’s, Stoke Gifford

Charborough Road Primary

Shield Road Primary

Coniston Primary

Stoke Lodge Primary

Filton Hill Primary
Holy Family Primary

Wallscourt Farm Primary

Holy Trinity Primary

Bradley Stoke Community School (primary and secondary)

Little Stoke Primary

Patchway Community School

Meadowbrook Primary

Abbeywood Community School

Wheatfield Primary

Non participating schools – BTEA (21 schools in total)

Cluster 3 (24 schools) * schools joined at start of Term4
Abbotswood Primary

Rangeworthy Primary

Alexander Hosea Primary*

Raysfield Infants*

Broadway Infants

Raysfield Juniors*

Elm Park Primary

St. Andrews Primary

Frampton Cotterell Primary

St Mary’s Primary – Yate

Frenchay Primary

St Michaels - Winterbourne

Hambrook Primary

The Ridge Junior

Hawkesbury Primary

Watermore Primary

Iron Acton

Wick Primary

Marshfield Primary

Wellesley Primary*

North Rd Primary

Brimsham Green Secondary School

Pucklechurch Primary

Winterbourne Academy – OAT

Schools joining in Term 4: Alexander Hosea Primary, Raysfield Infants/Juniors, Wellesley Primary
Non participating schools: Horton Primary, The Manor Primary, Old Sodbury Primary, St John’s
Mead Primary, St Paul’s Catholic Primary, Trinity Primary, Tyndale Primary, Chipping Sodbury
Secondary, Yate Academy (primary and secondary), Culverhill (10 schools)
Please note that the pilot was not designed to include the special schools (SGS Pegasus and
Culverhill School) as they are LA wide resources.
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Appendix B
Cluster Board Terms of Reference
Summary
1. The SEND Intervention Fund and cluster development is a key part of the SEND
Strategy and DSG Sustainability Plan. It will change the funding arrangements for
SEND by providing school clusters with upstream funding to enable them to extend their
local offer and shape more appropriate services for pupils with SEND. In doing so it will
help improve a number of specific outcomes and consequently offset higher costs later
in the child’s journey through school and adulthood. The SEND Intervention Fund will
support a range of group interventions; it is not funding that will be allocated to individual
children or young people. Funding allocated to pupils with EHC plans will not be
affected by the cluster development.
2. The Schools Cluster Board is a key body which has responsibility for managing and
overseeing the use of the SEND Intervention Fund within its cluster. As such, it provides
a key interface between the Council and those schools within the cluster, pupils and their
parents.
Responsibilities of the Schools’ Cluster Board
3. To identify and agree the priorities for the cluster for which the Intervention Fund
allocation will be used.
4. To agree the specific interventions to be undertaken and the corresponding allocation of
funding to those interventions. A list of possible interventions from which the Cluster
Board can draw from will be made available to the Board and other working groups as
necessary; alternatively the Cluster Board can identify other suitable interventions.
5. To review the baseline data and agree targets against the key performance measures
that will be used to assess the success of the interventions. A list of the key outcomes
and suggested performance measures are set out in Annex 1 of this ToR. If the Board
decides that it would like to adopt additional outcomes and performance measures, it
can do so. The intention is to provide as much flexibility as possible for the Board to
determine the interventions that will make a difference but due regard must be given to
the cost-effectiveness and the priority areas of focus for the pilot – namely reducing
exclusions, improving attainment and reducing the number of requests for EHC needs
assessment.
6. To provide robust challenge across all of the above to ensure that the priorities and
areas of focus are the right ones; to ensure that the interventions selected will deliver
improvement and provide value for money; and to ensure that the performance
measures are appropriate and that the targets set are stretching.
7. To receive feedback from schools staff and other key officers on progress and the
impact of the interventions. The Board will need to challenge accordingly and will have
responsibility for deciding when an intervention is not working and needs to be ended or
changed.
8. To maintain a record of how the Intervention Fund allocation is used. This should
include the priority area to be addressed, the type of intervention, duration, cost and
impact. A simple excel spreadsheet will be available for the Cluster to record this
information.
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9. To provide progress updates on the success of the Intervention Fund programme
(including spend and performance) to all schools within the cluster, other school clusters
within South Gloucestershire, the High Needs Working Group and the Schools Forum.
10. To moderate and co-ordinate requests from schools/parents for EHC (Education, Health
and Care) needs assessments within the school cluster area prior to submission to the
0-25 SEND Panel. This will also require robust challenge to ensure that all local options
of support have been explored and implemented allowing time for the Assess Plan Do
Review (APDR) process has been implemented and requests are appropriate and are
completed correctly and in a consistent way.
11. To review potential exclusions and discuss whether other suitable options are available
that should be pursued first. This will include monitoring and reviewing referrals to the
PLC. This will require robust challenge to ensure all avenues have been explored fully.
Membership
12. Members of the Board will include:
 Senior Lead (Primary) x2
 Senior Lead (Secondary) x2
 Lead SENCo
 Deputy Lead SENCo
 Other nominated school representatives x2
 Strategic Lead for SEND / Principal Educational Psychologist
 Educational Psychologist (for the cluster)
 SEN Consultant
13. In additional other representatives may be asked to attend where required. These
include:
 School improvement lead
 School exclusions lead
 CCG representatives
 Early Help lead
 Early Years lead
 Special school headteacher representative
 Public Health / Mental Health lead
 Finance officers from the council
 Parent/carers representative
 Integra representative
 The Board will be chaired by a senior lead from one of the schools within the
cluster. Support will be provided by the SEN Consultant during the pilot phase.
Meetings
14. The Schools Cluster Board will meet initially on a two weekly basis moving to monthly
meetings as the Intervention Fund programme becomes established.
15. If a Board member is not able to attend a meeting, then a suitable deputy will need to
attend in their place. The Board will be quorate with six people assuming at least four
are school based representatives.
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16. Standard agendas will be used for meetings and papers will be circulated at least two
working days before each meeting. This will be coordinated by the SEN Consultant
during the pilot phase.
17. Other support and co-ordination to the cluster will be also provided by the SEN
Consultant during the pilot phase.
Review
18. These terms of reference will be reviewed in Jan 2019 as part of the Interim evaluation
of the Pilot.
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Annex 1
Outcomes and Suggested Performance Measures across the Cluster
Outcome

Measure


Improving outcomes at SEN
Support




Reducing the number of
exclusions




Improving educational
attainment for pupils with
SEND

Improving the identification
of SEN and reducing the
need and number of
requests for EHC needs
assessments

% of SENCos that report that they can provide a
broader range of support, services and interventions for
pupils at SEN Support
% satisfaction of parents and pupils
The total number of fixed term incidents.
The total number of pupils involved as part of a fixed
term incident.
The total number of days lost as a result of each fixed
term incident.
The total number of permanent exclusions involving all
pupils.



KS4 Achievement in English and Maths (level 4 and 5) for
pupils with SEND*




KS1-2 progress for pupils with SEND*




Phonics (Year 1)*



The number of requests for an EHC needs assessment
The number of requests for an EHC needs assessment
that were refused.



KS1 attainment – Number (and %) of pupils with SEND who
achieve greater than the expected level of development
(RWM)*
Early Years Good Level of Development

*data will not be available for the Pilot phase (to evaluate against the baseline which will use
latest available data – 16/17 academic year or 17/18 academic year when it becomes).
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Appendix C
Process Maps
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SEND CLUTER PILOT (version updated 7th March 2019)
Draft Overview Process Map for Reducing PEX

Cluster Pilot
Pupil at risk of PEX is identified by
school and a multi-professional
meeting arranged to discuss needs
so that a co-ordinated intervention
and next steps are planned. Review
date agreed
**EIO to be involved and invited

School (Non Cluster)
Pupil at risk of PEX is identified by
school and a multi-professional
meeting arranged to discuss needs
so that a co-ordinated intervention
and next steps are planned. Review
date agreed

Involvement of EIO with school to explore options with Headteacher at individual school. If paperwork is
needed – HRG paperwork is used

Cluster Screening Group* consider
whether to support a request for
additional funding for the school to
put in place interventions to
support the pupil to be made to the
relevant Cluster Board. PLC
representation where possible

Agree to funding
from the Cluster
and review date
agreed

Pass back to
school and
support provided
by school

Request for discussion at
HRG

Intervention
successful.
School
continues to
monitor and
review

Intervention not
successful. Request for
discussion at HRG

Intervention successful.
Pupil is settled and
exclusion prevented.

School continue to
review progress

Pupil excluded

Fair Access
Panel
Please read this flowchart in conjunction with the draft Guidance for schools in managing behaviour that challenges 2018.
*Cluster screening group refers to a group of SENCOs for primary and Inclusion Leads for secondary with SENCOs
**EIO Education Inclusion Officer from PLC.
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Cluster schools will identify two groups: pupils at risk of (immediate) PEX and pupils at (future) risk of PEX. Any good practice
identified and shared, and successful interventions and provision, can then be put into place for those students where there are
concerns of future risk of PEX. Pre & post measures will be helpful in monitoring impact of any interventions
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Appendix D

Further details setting out the position re exclusions
Permanent exclusions (Primary and Secondary) All Pupils
PEx

Cluster

(a)
1
2 (In pilot)
2 (Not in pilot)
2 (Total)
3 (In pilot)
3 (Not in pilot)
3 (Total)
4&5
6
All

No. of
schools

(b)
17
20
1
21
23
10
33
24
16
111

No. of
pupils
(17/18)

(c)
4,452
8,008
131
8,139
6,483
3,020
9,503
9,123
6,655
37,872

16/17

17/18

Change in PEx

18/19

Terms
1-6

Terms
1-6

T1

T2

T3

Terms
1-3

(d)
4
8
1
9
7
5
12
12
5
42

(e)
7
19
7
25
2
7
9
19
5
65

(f)
0
2
0
2
4
0
4
1
3
10

(g)
0
0
3
3
0
5
5
7
1
16

(h)
4
3
2
5
1
0
1
1
3
14

(i)
4
5
5
10
5
5
10
9
7
40

Terms
1-6
(Est)
(j)
8
10
10
20
10
10
20
18
14
80

17/18
to end
of Term
3

17/18
to
18/19
(Est)

Half year

Full year

Diff (d)
to (h)

(k)
-3
-14
-2
-15
+3
-2
+1
-10
+2
-25
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PEx per school

16/17

17/18

Diff (d)
to (i)

Terms
1-6

Terms
1-6

(l)
+1
-9
+3
-5
+8
+3
+11
-1
+9
+15

(m)
0.2
0.4
1.0
0.4
0.3
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.4

(n)
0.4
1.0
7.0
1.2
0.1
0.7
0.3
0.8
0.3
0.6

18/19

Terms
1-6
(Est)
(o)
0.5
0.5
10.0
1.0
0.4
1.0
0.6
0.8
0.9
0.7

PEx per 1000 all pupils

16/17

17/18

Terms
1-6

Terms
1-6

(p)
0.9
1.0
7.6
1.1
1.1
1.7
1.3
1.3
0.8
1.1

(q)
1.6
2.4
53.4
3.1
0.3
2.3
0.9
2.1
0.8
1.7

18/19

Terms
1-6
(Est)
(r)
1.8
1.2
76.4
2.5
1.5
1.7
2.1
2.0
2.1
2.1

9
Permanent exclusions (Primary and Secondary) Pupils at SEN Support
PEx

Cluster

No. of
schools

(a)
1
2 (In pilot)
2 (Not in pilot)

2 (Total)
3 (In pilot)
3 (Not in pilot)

3 (Total)
4&5
6
All

(b)
17
20
1
21
23
10
33
24
16
111

No. of
pupils
(17/18)

(c)
485
949
26
975
633
379
1,012
1,163
711
4,346

16/17

PEx per school

Change in PEx

17/18

18/19

17/18 to end
of Term 3

17/18 to
18/19 (Est)

Half year

Full year effect

16/17

17/18

Terms
1-6

Terms
1-6

Terms
1-3

Terms 1-6
(Est)

Diff (e) to (f)

Diff (e) to (g)

Terms
1-6

Terms
1-6

(d)
4
3
1
4
2
3
5
2
3
18

(e)
5
10
4
14
5
1
6
13
4
42

(f)
0
3
2
5
3
4
7
2
5
19

(g)
0
6
4
10
6
8
14
4
10
38

(h)
-5
-7
-2
-9
-2
+3
+1
-11
+1
-23

(i)
-5
-4
0
-4
+1
+7
+8
-9
+6
-4

(j)
0.2
0.2
1.0
0.2
0.1
0,3
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2

(k)
0.3
0.5
4.0
0.7
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.3
0.4
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18/19
Terms
1-6
(Est)
(l)
0
0.3
4.0
0.5
0.3
0.8
0.4
0.2
0.6
0.3

PEx per 1000 pupils at
SEN Support
16/17

17/18

Terms
1-6

Terms
1-6

(m)
8.2
3.2
38.5
4.1
3.2
7.9
5.0
1.7
4.2
4.1

(n)
10.3
10.5
153.8
14.4
7.9
2.6
5.9
11.2
5.6
9.7

18/19
Terms
1-6
(Est)
(o)
0
6.3
153.8
10.3
9.5
21.1
13.8
3.4
14.1
8.7

10
MEMBERSHIP OF THE SCHOOLS FORUM
Verbal update
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FINAL SCHOOLS BUDGET UPDATE

Department for Children, Adults and Health
The Headteacher and Chair of Governors Date:
of Infant, Junior, Primary, Secondary and Your Ref:
Special Schools
Our Ref:
Enquiries to:
Tel:
E-mail:

25th February 2019
C370-2-001-19
Davina Gibbon
01454 863207
Davina.Gibbon@southglos.gov.uk

Dear Colleague,
2019/20 School Budget Share Allocations
I am very pleased to be able to advise you that your School’s Budget Share for
2019/20 is available to download from the Secure Online File Information Exchange
(SOFIE).
This letter contains important information to help you understand the background to
your school budget share allocation. It is rather long and contains complex
information but I believe it is important that schools are aware of the complex
process that is undertaken each year to arrive at final school budget shares and the
financial challenges facing school funding in South Gloucestershire.

Dedicated Schools Grant Settlement 2019/20
The Financing of Maintained Schools Regulations 2018 requires local authorities
(LA’s) to set the Schools Budget each year. The Schools Budget is defined in
regulations and broadly represents all the expenditure incurred by local authorities
that relate to schools. A ring fenced grant known as the Dedicated Schools Grant
(DSG) supports the Schools Budget. Local authorities must distribute a share of the
Schools Budget to mainstream schools using a formula which accords with
regulations made by the Secretary of State for Education. For 2019/20 the DSG
allocation is presented in four blocks. These are:


Schools Block – this funds infant, junior, primary and secondary schools.
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Central Schools Services Block – this new block funds the local authority’s
continuing responsibilities, previously funded from the Schools Block and
Education Services Grant.



High Needs Block – this brings together funding for all high needs
pupils/students to enable commissioning of places for young people from 0-25
from a single stream including special schools, alternative provision and high
cost, low incidence Special Educational Needs (SEN), i.e. Education Health
Care Plans.



Early Years Block – this funds early year provision in schools and private,
voluntary and independent providers.

In 2018/19 a new schools National Funding Formula (NFF) was introduced by the
Government which resulted in growth to South Gloucestershire’s Schools Block
allocation. On a year-on-year comparable basis the introduction of the NFF has
resulted in the following annual additional funding for South Gloucestershire schools:
2018/19: £4.1m
2019/20: £3.7m
2020/21: £0.3m
Total:
£8.1m
This is a very welcome development, but contrasts to the position regarding the High
Needs block which has not seen any significant growth in allocation despite South
Gloucestershire, like most other local authorities, experiencing significant spending
pressures relating to supporting children and young people with SEND.

For South Gloucestershire, the 2019/20 DSG settlement is as follows:

Schools Block
Central School Services Block
Early Years Block
High Needs Block

£million
154.98
4.18
16.52
32.27
207.95

DSG Deficit Recovery Plan
The additional funding through the NFF is welcome but relative to other local
authorities South Gloucestershire’s Schools Block per pupil funding is currently the
lowest in England and this low level of funding continues to be a major concern to
the Council and schools. This low level of funding has increased the pressure on the
DSG and the Council is taking every action it can to raise the matter with central
government. The Council is an active member of the F40 campaign group that
represents the 40 lowest DSG funded local authorities. This group has been active
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in making the case for extra funding for LA’s like South Gloucestershire which helped
press the case for the introduction of the NFF and the additional funding that
delivered.
The lack of any growth in the High Needs Block while demand for SEND expenditure
has increased significantly has added further pressure to the Schools Budget in
South Gloucestershire and since 2015/16 the Council has been spending more on
the Schools Budget than the funding it has been receiving through the DSG. The
cumulative overspend since 2015/16 will amount to £12.5m by the end of 2018/19
with an in-year overspend in 2018/19 of £3m; this is clearly not a sustainable
situation. Regulations relating to the DSG require that any overspend should be
carried forward and become the first call in setting next year’s DSG budget. This
would require either a large reduction in SEND funding for schools or a large
reduction in school budget shares. Trying to recover such a large deficit in this way
in one year would have significant funding consequences for Schools and so the
Council has looked to move the DSG back to a balanced position over a much
longer period to minimise funding turbulence for schools as far as is possible.
To bring the DSG back into balance the 2017/18 consultation with all schools and
the Schools Forum resulted in an agreed DSG Deficit Recovery Plan being approved
by the Schools Forum and the Council in December 2016, which aimed to bring the
DSG back into balance by 2020/21. Despite being ahead of the plan in 2016/17 and
2017/18 and despite the level of annual SEND expenditure increase falling sharply
this progress has not been sufficient to impact on the large spending increases
experienced thus far. The latest forecast cumulative overspend by the end of March
2019 is £12.5m and this means that the original Deficit Recovery Plan target to attain
balance by 2020/21 is unlikely to be achieved.

2018/19 Transfer from Schools Block to High Needs Block
In setting the Schools Budget for 2018/19 the Schools Forum was closely involved in
the work to transfer £2.9m from the Schools Block to the High Needs Block. The
Schools Forum and all schools were consulted on this transfer with a clear majority
of Schools and the Forum approving this transfer. The Council was also successful
in obtaining the Secretary of State’s approval. The DfE’s School Funding Operational
Guide for 2019/20 requires each LA to obtain confirmation from its Schools Forum
that the 2018/19 transfer can be undertaken in 2019/20 and on an ongoing basis.
The Schools Forum approved the continuation of the original decision made in 2018
of a £2.9m transfer into 2019/20 and this has been recently ratified by the Secretary
of State for Education. The £2.9m transfer approved by Schools and the Schools
Forum will therefore be continued in 2019/20.
2019/20 Schools Budget
During the autumn of 2018 the Council undertook a major consultation exercise with
schools, the public and all stakeholders on options to set the 2019/20 Schools
Budget aimed at continuing the agreed DSG deficit recovery plan. The options
consulted on can be simplified and summarised as either making a new £3m transfer
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from the Schools Block to the High Needs Block or introducing over a one year
period changes to the way SEND top-up allocations are calculated through a new
Ready Reckoner. It should be noted that with the NFF delivering an extra £3.7m in
2019/20 the £3m transfer option would have meant £3m of the new funding being
transferred to the High Needs Block and £0.7m being added as growth to school
budget shares. Through the consultation process many responses were made
raising concerns with the proposed options. The Council listened to those concerns
and in its final consultation with the Schools Forum took the approach of seeking
views from the Forum on what level and type of actions would be reasonable and
manageable for schools. The Forum concluded and approved a £733k transfer from
the Schools Block to the High Needs Block and a slower implementation of the new
system for calculating top-ups over two years rather than one year.
Having considered the views of parents, carers, schools and the Schools Forum, the
Council decided with the aim of maximising funding for Schools to make no new
transfer of funding from the Schools Block in 2019/20. In addition, it will make the
transition to the new method for calculating SEND top-ups using the Ready
Reckoner over 3 years, thus minimising any funding turbulence for schools through
this change.
The requirement to move towards a sustainable Schools Budget continues to be
paramount and a strategic group has been established through the Schools Forum
involving school leaders. The groups first task is to deliver an in year balanced
Budget when setting the 2020/21 Schools Budget; this could for example require
reducing annual SEND spending by around £3m or transferring Schools Block
funding to the High Needs Block of £3m. The group has started to make progress
and is looking at options that include enhancing SEND support in schools, which
should tend to reduce the drift towards more expensive interventions through plans
etc. In this and other ways the aim is to reduce spend while maintaining or improving
support for pupils with SEND. This strategic group and indeed all schools have an
important responsibility to work in partnership with the Council to ensure a more
financially sustainable SEND and school funding system is developed in South
Gloucestershire.
Schools Block – Formula Changes for 2019/20
National Funding Formula
The formula has been based on 2019/20 national funding formula factors and rates
reduced pro rata for the ongoing £2.9m transfer to the high needs block.
Appendix B provides details of the 2019/20 formula funding rates.
Pupil numbers
The 2019/20 schools block formula is based on Autumn 2018 pupil census data with
related pupil information including deprivation and attainment data matched to pupils
on roll.
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Varying pupil numbers – new schools/primary phase
School regulations require that LA’s should estimate pupil numbers for all
mainstream schools and academies where they have opened in the previous seven
years and are still adding year groups. There are four growing academies where
revised pupil numbers have been used based on the 5/12ths Autumn 2018 School
Census primary pupil numbers and 7/12ths Autumn 2018 School Census primary
pupil numbers “rolled forward” with the planned reception admission number (PAN)
used for the intake year.
Minimum Funding Guarantee – dis-application of Regulations
There are two all-through academies which began admitting primary age pupils in
September 2015. The per pupil unit rate in the MFG calculation for these schools is
currently weighted towards secondary pupils. This weighting is greater than the
weighting for primary aged pupils. This means that as these schools increase the
number of primary pupils there will be over protection as the minimum funding
guarantee will be set at a level for secondary aged pupils. This situation is
recognised nationally by the Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA). Hence
the ESFA has approved South Gloucestershire’s application to dis-apply regulations
in these two academies so that they are not over protected at the secondary age
weighted per pupil unit of funding.
Low Attainment Factor
The Early Years Foundation Stage Profile (EYSFP) changed in 2013, and as all the
primary year groups will represent results under the new framework, there is no
longer a need to weight pupils results. The DfE have slightly reduced the NFF low
prior attainment (LPA) maintaining the proportion of spend on primary LPA through
the formula by balancing the increase in the eligible cohort with a reduction in the
factor rate.
Since 2017/18, low attainment for some secondary year groups have been weighted
by the DfE so that those who have sat more challenging KS2 test (introduced in
academic year 2015/16) do not have a disproportionate influence within the total for
the prior attainment factor. For 2019/20 the DfE has continued to weight pupils by
carrying forward the 2018/19 weightings used for year 7 and year 8 cohorts so they
will apply to year 8 and year 9 cohorts respectively. The DfE has set a national
weighting for the new year 7 cohort of 0.64. This has been calculated by scaling
back the proportion of year 7 identified as having LPA to a level commensurate with
the number of secondary age pupils identified as LPA in October 2015.
Minimum Funding Guarantee
The minimum funding guarantee has been set at -1.5% for loss protection and no
gainer cap for 2019/20. This was agreed by Schools Forum and Cabinet following
feedback from the 2018/19 schools consultation exercise.
Notional Special Educational Needs
Under the DfE’s pre-16 funding arrangements, mainstream schools and academies
are required to meet the cost of the basic per pupil entitlement (AWPU) and up to
£6,000 of additional SEND support arrangements for pupils with high needs from
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their individual school budget shares. Costs above this are met from High Needs
funding. Your schools budget share allocations made available with this letter
include notional SEND funding included within your schools budget share but it is for
to the governing body to determine how funding is allocated whilst ensuring that
each pupils additional needs are met.
High Needs Block
The following changes to SEND top-up funding rates and High Incidence Funding
were approved by the Schools Forum and supported by the majority of schools
during the setting of the 2018/19 Schools Budget. These changes should also be
considered alongside the introduction of new funding available for schools through
the Early Intervention SEND Cluster Funds.
Top Up Funding Rates
From 1st April 2019,Top Up rates will change:


Where pupils have 106+ units, the first 0-105 units will be removed.



Where pupils have 106+ units, units of 106+ will continue to be funded at
£141.50 per unit



There will be a transitional period whereby new mainstream pupil starters with
EHCP’s will be funded via a ready reckoner while existing pupils with EHCP’s
move to funding via the ready reckoner when they transfer Key Stage



Resource Base, Special Schools and Alternative Provision funding rates
remain unchanged from 2018/19.



Appendix B provides details of the 2019/20 High Needs top up funding rates.

High Incidence SEND Funding – Mainstream Schools
For 2019/20, the High Incidence threshold increases from 1.65 to 2.8%. As in
2018/19 the allocation will be based on two payments:


Autumn 2018 School Census excluding resource base pupils compared to the
number of November 2018 pupils in receipt of high needs payments (matrix
106 units plus or equivalent). This will form a 5/12ths allocation for the
Summer Term.



Autumn 2019 School Census excluding resource base pupils compared to the
number of November 2019 pupils om receipt of high needs payments (matrix
106 units plus or equivalent). This will form a 7/12ths allocation for the
Autumn and Spring Terms.

Planned Places
Resource Base and Special School planned places for 2019/20 are included in
Appendix B(ii).
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Early Intervention SEND Cluster Funding
There are currently two pilot schemes running from November 2018 through to July
2019 which will provide feedback to the High Needs Working Group. It is important
the schools in cluster groups 2 and 3 fully participate as this will determine the
success of the pilot schemes. A decision will be made on the roll out of Early
Intervention Cluster Funding to all mainstream schools when the oucomes of the
pilot scheme have been evaluated.

Early Years Block
As well as setting school budget shares each year the Council must determine the
make up of the Early Years Single Funding Formula which sets the rates at which
Nursery Education providers are funded to provide the statutory offer of nursery
education. A consultation process has been undertaken with Nursery Providers on
options for 2019/20 funding. The following has been approved by Council:
 A base rate of £3.99 per hour per child to be paid to providers with effect from
April 2019
 A Deprivation supplement fund of £139,900
 A Early Year Inclusion fund of £288,000
 The method of payment remains the same

Sixth Form Funding
Final 6th Form allocations are not yet available from the Education and Skills Funding
Agency (ESFA). The ESFA will notify schools of their allocations. The funding will
be based on 4/12ths academic years 2018/19 and 8/12th academic year 2019/20 and
will be posted on the schools Civica accounts in the new financial year.
Pupil Premium Grant
Pupil Premium allocations have not been included in this funding as the DfE have
not yet verified January 2019 census data. The per pupil rates for 2019/20 are as
follows:
Disadvantaged pupils
Pupils in year groups reception to year 6 recorded
as Ever 6 FSM
Pupils in year 7 to 11 recorded as Ever 6 FSM
Children who have ceased to be looked after by a
local authority in England and Wales because of
adoption, a special guardianship order, a child
arrangements order or a residence order
Looked-after children (LAC) defined in the Childrens
Act 1989 as one who is in the care of, or provided
with accommodation by, an English local authority
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Pupil Premium
per pupil
£1,320
£935
£2,300

TBC

11
Service children
Pupils in year groups reception to year 11 recorded
as Ever 6 Service Children or in receipt of a child
pension from the Ministry of Defence

Pupil Premium
per pupil
£300

Further grant information will be released when individual schools allocations are
confirmed by the DfE.
Early Years Pupil Premium (EYPP)
Early Year providers will receive details of 2019/20 funding shortly.

Universal Infant Free School Meals Grant
Universal Infant Free School meals allocations have not been included in this
funding as the DfE will need to verify actual take up data from the October and
January school census. Funding and grant information will be released when
individual schools allocations are annouced by the DfE.
Teachers Pay Grant
There will be two allocations in financial year 2019/20.This funding will be allocated
when the DfE confirms schools grant funding.



Academic Year 2018/19; April to August 5/12ths allocation
Academic Year 2019/20; September to March 7/12ths allocation

Further information on grant methodology is available on the following link.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teachers-pay-grant-methodology/teachers-pay-grant-methodology

Primary PE and Sports Grant
There will be two allocations in financial year 2019/20.This funding will be allocated
when the DfE confirms schools grant funding.



Academic Year 2018/19; April to August 5/12ths allocation
Academic Year 2019/20; September to March 7/12ths allocation

Academy conversion in 2019/20
The final funding issued is for the full financial year. If schools convert to Academy
status during 2019/20, there will be a revised formula allocation reflecting the period
the school remained a maintained school within the Authority. Academies receive
formula and high needs place led funding direct from the Education and Skills
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Funding Agency whilst high needs top up funding is allocated by the commissioning
Local Authority. Grant funding will be apportioned according to conditions of funding.
Schools Specific Contingency
Schools and academies deemed to be in financial difficulty are able to access
this contingency funding if they meet certain criteria:
If a licensed deficit has been considered and the school cannot produce
a recovery plan within the licensed deficit criteria and falls into one of the
categories below:
a. Pupil number variations significantly outside of reasonably expected
levels
b. School is in Special Measures
c. School is in Notice to Improve/Serious Weaknesses/Causing concern
d. End of key stage assessments below national for the last 3 years
e. Pupil progress in English and maths below expected levels
f. Ofsted judgement – Requires Improvement.
Schools will be required to submit a business case to Schools Forum for
consideration.
Preparing a Budget
It is the responsibility of the Governing Body to set a balanced budget for the
financial year. The South Gloucestershire Scheme for the Financing of Schools
requires that the Governors’ approved budget for 2019/20 should be submitted to the
Authority no later than 31st May 2019.
A copy of the schools budget by detail code should be sent to the Corporate Finance
email address below:
CORPCYPFinance@southglos.gov.uk
If your budget shows a deficit you should include a recovery plan with your budget
submission. You may also be asked to submit a future year’s budget if the schools
2019/20 budget relies on using a reasonable proportion of your balances brought
forward or if there are other reasons to suspect financial difficulties in future years.
If you have any queries regarding this letter the relevant contacts are as follows:


Funding Allocations – Davina Gibbon on (01454) 863207 or
Debbie Ralph on (01454) 863961



Budget Setting – Your School’s Finance Officer

Yours sincerely

Mustafa Salih
Mustafa Salih
Head of Financial Management and Business Support
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APPENDIX A
2019/20 Formula factors, rates and allocations
Factor

1. Basic per–pupil
entitlement
2. Deprivation

Criteria

Rates for Primary
Key Stage 3 and
Key Stage 4
Pupils entitled for free school meals
Primary
Secondary

2019/20 Rate
£

2,718.32
3,822.34
4,340.04

Amount
allocated based
on 2018/19
formula
£000s

Amount
allocated based
on 2019/20
formula
£000s

114,041

116,987

7,315

7,567

435.41
435.41

Pupils entitled for Ever 6 free school meals
Primary
Secondary

534.36
776.81

IDACI (income deprivation affecting children index)
Primary
Band F
Band E
Band D
Band C
Band B
Band A

197.91
237.50
356.24
385.93
415.62
569.00

Secondary
Band F
Band E
Band D
Band C
Band B
Band A

286.97
385.93
509.63
554.16
593.74
801.55

11
Factor

Criteria

3. Looked After Children

Based on pupils looked after for one day or more

4. Low Cost, High
Incidence
Special Educational
Needs

Primary Sector–Years 1-6 pupils who did not achieve a good
level of development.

5. English as an Additional
Language (EAL)

6.Lump Sum

7. Sparsity
8. Split Sites

Secondary Sector- Pupils below the expected standard in
reading or maths tests or teacher assessment for Years 7-9.
Level 3 or below in either English or Maths at Key Stage 2 for
Years 10-11
Pupils with EAL and who have entered compulsory education
within the last 3 years in England.
Primary
Secondary
A single rate for each school sector
Primary
Secondary
A single rate for each school sector
Primary
Secondary
Applicable for one primary school

9. Rates

Based on actual cost

10. Exceptional
circumstances
11. Minimum Funding
Guarantee

Allocation of rent funding on actual basis for one primary
school
Restrict school losses to -1.5% and no school gains cap

2019/20 Rate
£

0.00

Amount
allocated based
on 2018/19
formula
£000s

Amount
allocated based
on 2019/20
formula
£000s

0

0

10,065

10,468

910

962

108,852.04
108,852.04

11,634

11,928

24,739.10
64,321.66

25

26

92

94

Various

2,408

2,524

Various

6

6

Various

642

488

147,138

151,050

1,011.33

1,533.82

509.63
1,370.55

93,906.13

TOTAL
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APPENDIX B (i)
2019/20 High Needs – Mainstream (Matrix) Top Up Funding
Top Up
Rate
£
For 106 units and above:
0- 105 units
106 units and above
High Incidence Threshold
High Incidence Rate

removed
141.50
2.8%
£6,000

2019/20 High Needs Resource Bases, Special Schools and Alternative
Provision Funding
Resource Bases Place
Rate
£
6,000.00

Band

Top up
Rate
£

1

955

2

2,387

3

4,296

4

5,729

5

7,638

6

10,503

7

11,936

8

13,845

9

18,142

10

20,051

11

25,780

12

29,599

Special Schools and AP
Place Rate
£
10,000.00
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APPENDIX B (ii)
Resource Base, Special Schools and Alternative Provision planned places
Resource Bases
Type
Planned
Planned
Change in
School/ Special
Places
Places
Planned
School
Sept 2018 Sept 2019
Places
Blackhorse Primary
Social Communication
22
22
0
Charborough Road
Primary
Emersons Green
Primary

Speech and Language

18

18

0

Visually
Impaired/Physical
Disabilities
Autistic Spectrum
Disorder
Hearing Impaired

12

12

0

8

12

+4

12

12

0

Physical Disabilities

14

14

0

Language and
Communication

15

15

0

Abbeywood Community

Language and
Communication

23

23

0

Chipping Sodbury
Secondary

Autistic Spectrum
Disorder

10

10

0

Culverhill

Complex Learning
Difficulties

135

135

0

New Horizons Learning

Behavioural, Emotional &
Social Difficulties

50

50

0

New Siblands

Severe and Profound
Learning Difficulties

120

120

0

SGS Pegasus Free
School

Autistic Spectrum
Disorder

35

43

+8

Warmley Park

Severe Learning
Difficulties/Autistic
Spectrum Disorder
Excluded pupils, pupils
with medical and complex
mental health needs

144

144

0

82

82

0

700

712

+12

Lyde Green Primary
Yate International (All
Through)
Brimsham Green
Secondary
Hanham High

Pathways Learning
Centre
Total
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DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE

HIGH NEEDS WORKING GROUP

Where the term ‘child’ is used throughout this document it refers to children within the Early Years
sector and of statutory school age and the term ‘young people’ refers to those in further education,
training or apprenticeships up to 25 years old.

Author: Duane Chappell/Mustafa Salih

Review date: 22nd November 2018
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Summary
The key purpose of the High Needs Working Group (HNWG) is to:
1. Ensure the voice of the child, young person and their families is central
to the work of the group.
2. Develop, own and drive a Strategic Plan to bring the High Needs Block
into an in-year balanced position that is sustainable over the long term
within a reasonable period of time (time period to be determined by the
HNWG).
3. To consider how and over what time frame the cumulative DSG deficit
can be eliminated through the application and further development of
the Strategic Plan developed in 1.
4. Develop and deliver high quality provisions ensuring South
Gloucestershire’s SEND Strategy is delivered within an Inclusive
environment at affordable costs.
5. Ensure improved outcomes for Children and Young People with
Special Educational Needs is central to the work of the group.
The HNWG must be a driver for change rather than simply a discussion or
strategising/planning group. The HNWG is accountable to the Schools Forum. The
Cluster Boards being developed through the Early Intervention Cluster Funding
project will be accountable to the HNWG.
Scope
The Schools Forum is a statutory body and has two distinct roles:
Firstly it has a number of clearly defined statutory decision making powers. These
include making changes to the schools funding formula, the balance of spend
between delegated budgets and de-delegated/centrally retained expenditure
and expenditure on a small number of defined categories, such as capital financing.
Secondly the Schools Forum acts as the principal focus for consultation with schools
on matters affecting schools budgets, the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG), and
general financial issues affecting the local authority and children's services.
The Chair of the High Needs Working Group will have delegated authority from the
Schools Forum to ensure a Strategic Approach to SEND is developed. The Chair
will provide a Strategic Approach and oversight in the short, medium and long term
to the development and sustainability of the High Needs Block which is part of the
DSG.
The Chair will promote the underpinning principles which align with the SEND
Strategy:
 Communication – listen, respond and be honest with all parties
involved.
 Collective Responsibility - empowering, promoting equalities to
enable children with SEND and their families to achieve their
aspirations within South Gloucestershire’s Schools Community.
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The views and voice of children and their families are at the centre of
everything within the HNWG. This will allow them to be involved, feel
listened to in the planning and co-design of future provisions.
Working in partnership across the local area including not only
schools but health and social care if appropriate to provide better
outcomes for children with SEND.
Ensuring financial transparency and equity.

Panel members and their responsibilities
Role
Parent/Carers
Rep(s) x2
The Chair – Chief
Executive
Headteacher of
either MAT or LA
Maintained School
x1
Primary/Secondary
Headteacher(s) x 5
Alternative and
Special Needs
Provision x2
Head of Education
and Learning,
Skills
Head of Financial
Management and
Business
Strategic Lead 025 Education
Admin

Role on Panel
Ensure the voice of CYP and quality provision is at the heart of all
developments
Panel Chair - Responsible for the Strategic oversight and impact of
the HNWG

Advice from schools in relation to appropriate school based
interventions. Advice on general school improvement and school
duties relating to SEND
Louise Leader – Headteacher PLC (EOTAS)
Lisa Parker – Headteacher Warmley Park
Julie Cathcart – Oversight of Education/Learning in South
Gloucestershire
Mustafa Salih – Oversight of Finance for schools in South
Gloucestershire
Duane Chappell – Oversight of pupils with EHCP’s in South
Gloucestershire
To ensure all relevant information is circulated in advance,
compiles and maintains the list of attendees and observers, panel
decisions are accurately recorded, actions arising are cascaded to
the relevant persons for further action if required

The High Needs Working Group will be chaired by a Headteacher whose role is to
ensure that the development and implementation of any Strategic Plan is delivered.
The HNWG members should work to the principles set out in this document and:
 provide expertise in their own specialist area
 use their expertise and knowledge and offer views on future sustainable
projects
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offer relevant advice about legislation, code of conduct, reforms or priorities in
education settings, services or organisations
advise on the effectiveness of proposed plans, procedures and provisions
advise on, and challenge the use of the education setting’s own resources
and delegated budgets and value for money

The HNWG representatives must uphold confidentiality in all areas of development
of the Strategic Plan reporting to the Schools Forum via the Chairperson. A report
from each HNWG meeting will be made available to the Schools Forum.
HNWG representatives should not advise on decisions about any future projects
which they are directly involved in or where there may be a conflict of interest.
HNWG representatives offer advice and recommendations that enable decisions to
be made by the Chair to the Schools Forum. To enable effective and informed
decisions a minimum of 50% of the HNWG are required for the group to be quorate.
In order to promote continuing joint working, joint understanding and workforce
development, observers are welcome to attend the HNWG at the discretion of the
Chair. They will need to request in advance with the Business Support Team,
observe strict confidentiality. Observers should not take part in any elements of the
discussions.
Frequency
The HNWG meets every 6/7 weeks throughout the year.
Review arrangements
These terms of reference will be reviewed annually and as required by the Strategic
Lead 0-25 Education and the Head of Finance/Business Support. They will be
presented to Schools Forum for governance and final sign off.
If you would like to provide comments or amendments to this document please
contact duane.chappell@southglos.gov.uk.
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What we need to Know?

What we need to do?

Why so many EHCP’s?




Where does the pressure for EHCP’s come from – parents, schools, SENCO’s, teachers?
How else can we meet needs without EHCP’s?
Is having a plan the only way forward?

Best Practice







Embed graduated response to SEND needs that ensures appropriate & sustainable balance between EHCP’s
and SEN
support

Capture best Practice - Improve outcomes for pupils with SEN

What is working that demonstrates positive outcomes
How are other good LA’s doing it
How are other LA’s delivering it
How are other LA’s meeting the needs with less EHCP’s at less cost
Which schools have the best outcomes for pupils on SEN support or with EHCP’s – Jon
Bird/Stuart
Who has raised Achievement and Attainment – Jon Bird/Stuart














Accurate picture – Enable better decision making

Data and facts







Look at models of Best Practice for early intervention – SEN support!!
A resource of good practice/Knowledge for teachers/SENCO’s to access- Pippa Osbourne
Identify schools with High SEN support but Positive Outcomes - Stuart and Susie
Capture Best practice – Attainment and Achievement – Susie/Kim/Stuart
Improved leadership of SEND
Increased capacity in schools for early intervention
Improved access to specialist knowledge
Improve Capacity Building between year 6 and 7 – Transition
KEY Descriptors at SEN Support to enable consistency across ALL schools – Sarah H/Simon B/Louise
Leader/Kim Garland
Bring traded services back into LA
Improve outcomes for disadvantaged including SEND and PP students
Knowing our children and meeting their needs.

Link between High PP and low EHCP
Comparison between SEN with TA 1:1 and those without 1:1
How does increase cost equate to different year groups esp. post 16
What is the correlation between early intervention and increased EHCP’s
Update on current SEN initiatives, are they working? Cluster Fund Update impact on SEN
Cluster Model – Mark Freeman. Update on other initiatives - Duane
Do EHCP’s/SEN provision meet need by age 16

Other
 How do we shift the culture/expectation – the battle between parents/carers/professionals
pushing for a plan?
 Premise that 1:1 support has the best impact on outcomes.


How we work with families



Details of additional health needs e.g. mental health

Other
 Communication with Families - Shifting parental views of SEN support and about the need for a plan.
Develop a script for better and consistent communication – Jo/Duane/Dave


Holding Health to account -Improve integration of HEALTH -CHAMS and mental health support – Liam/Lisa



Continue campaigning for increased funding.
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Channels of Communication – HNWG
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Area
1) Schools Forum

How
Agenda item every
meeting with Feedback
from HNWG.
Letter out via Julie
Cathcart’s update to
Schools on Friday’s.

2) Secondary Heads

3) Primary Heads

4) Parent/Carer/Children

5) Early Years

6) Special Schools

7) LA Officers

Who
Mustafa. Susie to
Feedback in meeting if
available to attend.
Stuart to email JC’s PA
with Comms letter

Communication to
Dave Baker to
Academies via Secondary communicate with Steve
Heads Rep.
Kneller/ST to email SK
with Comms letter.
Letter out via Julie
Stuart to email Julie’s PA.
Cathcart’s update to
Schools on Friday’s.
Communication to
Jon Bird to communicate
Academies via Primary
Heads Rep.
Through Parent Carer
Liam Williams/Jo Marie
meetings – Feeding back Shanks
to Rachel Trueman –
passing on letter of
Communication from
Susie.
South Glos participation
Working with children in
officer to work with Stuart
schools and getting
to get voice of the child.
feedback
Feedback to early year’s
Rachel Webb through
team and then to early
Susie’s comms. letter
year’s settings.
Agenda item – feedback
Lisa/Duane
through Special schools
meetings.
Agenda item in HNWG
Stuart
officers meetings
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SCHOOLS FORUM FORWARD PLAN

28th March 2019 @ 4.30pm
Room 0012, Ground Floor








Tortworth Primary School – Financial
Support
Olveston Primary School – Financial
Support
Patchway Community School –
Financial Support Request
SEND Cluster Pilot
Membership of the Schools Forum –
Verbal update
Final position of the Schools Budget –
Verbal update
HNWG ToR and Membership

18th July 2019 @ 4.30pm
Room 0012, Ground Floor

9th May 2019 @ 4.30pm
Room 0012, Ground Floor


Pupil Projections
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ANY OTHER BUSINESS
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